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About This Game

Help Charlie getting out of his own nightmares!
Clash of Puppets is a 3D hack’n’slash platformer, featuring classic b-movie style settings and characters.

Adventure through 3 worlds of frantic fightings and puzzles to solve.
Use tons of devastating weapons and traps against hordes of puppets!

Features:
--Xbox style controller highly reccomended--

 Lots of cute characters to shoot, slash and blow up

 3 worlds to experience inspired by B-movies of the 20th century.

 Tons of weapons featuring axes, swords, guns, lasers and energy rays

 Use traps, bombs and any other tool you find to destroy the hordes of puppets

 Unlock 3 arenas of Infinite Survival Mode to test your puppet-killing skills!

 Original soundtrack included! (you'll find it in the game installation folder)
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 Full game controller support (XInput compatible)

 60 Steam achievements to unlock

 Collect and trade Clash of Puppets' COMIC STRIPS! (Steam cards)
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Title: Clash of Puppets
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Drakkar Dev
Publisher:
Crescent Moon Games
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2014

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian
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Very fun game, Pretty hard but rewarding. Do not buy if you do not like playing by using the keyboard.. Clash of Puppets is
your classic slasher shooter game that you will enjoy. There were some minor bugs but the developer was able to release updates
to correct any issue. All achievements are attainable. I recommend this game.

8\/10.. Clash of Puppets is a mix betweem platforming, adventure, beat-em-up, and twin stick shooter, and the gameplay makes
for easy pick up and play, little story, reminds me of games from the 90's. A very casual game but actually challenging. One of
the better mobile ports I have played. What stood out for me right out of the gate are the enemies voices and sound effects.
They're hillariously bad, and really add to the B-movie theme. I laugh out loud every time I encounter a wolfman.

If you like games like Bunch of Heroes or AZMD!, then you'll like CoP, which is better than the aforementioned games. I enjoy
finding new weapons, I like how they have a survival mode as well as a campaign, and I really dig the B-movie themes. CoP is a
steal at its current price. Those looking for a good platforming adventure with beat-em-up and twin stick elements should highly
enjoy CoP.. LOVE THIS GAME its extremly addictive. What a great little platform game! You can see how much I've enjoyed
by my playing time! It's very easy to pick up and play and lose a few hours! Graphics and sound are suitably atmospheric and it
runs well altogether. It's fun trying to find all the coins and there is the urge once finishing to play through again on hard or to
get more achievements (some are a bit of a grind though). It has cute little trading cards too which are impulsive to attain.

There are a few negative points:
can become very repetitive on one sitting
some glitching on movable boxes
some areas not unlocking meaning you have to restart the level
further on things such as moving ledges can be very annoying due to being out of sync
The 3 "bosses" are the same and almost impossible to kill the last on Hard setting
2 of the achievements seem to be broken

However if you like cutesy, straightforward fun, you could do lot worse than pick this up.. Clash of Puppets
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Everyone has been in a B movie night marathon. I certainly have but I can\u2019t remember what movies were featured. And
then you fell asleep and a nightmare begun.

In this nightmare, you become the hero of one single B movie where you have to fight many known badies like Dracula,
Frankenstein, the Wolf man and others.

Armed at start with your Baseball bat, you have to hack and slash you way through to the next level.
But do not worry too much about weapons as you will get guns and traps along the way to help you in your nightmare.
Great graphics and the control works fine.

For $4.99, this game is worth every cent. This is fun and challenging. Maybe too much challenging at times.

Positive:
~~~~~~~~
-\tFun to play
-\tLots of achievements
-\tGreat Graphics
-\tTrading Cards

Negative:
~~~~~~~
-\tMaybe too challenging at times

Great game to have in your library. Fun, Fun,Fun
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MORE THE_CPT_FROGGY REVIEWS HERE

FOLLOW THE CPT FROGGY CURATOR PAGE HERE. A quaint little hack'n'slash kind of game. Basics of
controls easy to grasp. Story is... solid enough.

Clash of Puppets all around well made. Enjoyable & easy to play, (the 2 basics to a good game) just keep on swinging
for the fences and\/or unloading your range weapons and you'll get where you need to go. The only downside to this
game is the jumping mechnic I feel is off, like you cant jump 'out' you have to jump 'up-then-out'. Im sorry if this
doesn't make sense but if you play it im sure you'll figure it out.

Last Note: Good game, Fun. Buy it. But what you see is what you get.. Was fun for the bit a played. Seems like a kid
game based on its looks and game play.

Check it out for yourself.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QTtQdcRRHj4&feature=youtu.be
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